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 Reb Akiva says Avodah Zarah (AZ) is connected to Niddah to teach us that just like Niddah conveys Tumaas Masuh 

(carrying) Avodah Zara conveys Tumaas Masuh as well. Why not compare AZ to N’veilah (corpse) which also conveys 

Tumaas Masuh? We need to compare to Niddah since it doesn’t convey Tumaas Eivarim (detached parts do not 

convey Tumah). The Gemara points out that we had asked elsewhere if AZ conveys Tumaas Eivarim and we can 

learn from here that it doesn’t (since it’s compared to Niddah and not N’veilah).  

 The Gemara asks that AZ is compared to Sheretz and conveys Tumaas Maagah (contact) which is a question on Raba 

as there is no Tumaas Masuh with Sheretz (only Tumaas Maagah)? Gemara answers that the case is referring to the 

“suspended rock” scenario which is like Tumaas Masuh. The Gemara asks that gentiles or AZ or their accoutrements 

convey Tumaas Maagah, not Tumaas Masuh? This would indicate that AZ is similar to Sheretz? Raba answers that 

gentiles convey Tumah through Tumaas Maagah, Tumaas Masuh, and the suspended rock scenario while AZ 

conveys Tumah through Tumaas Maagah, Tumaas Masuh, but not the suspended rock scenario. 

 The Gemara interprets Rav Ashi’s opinion that the word Hein used in the Beraisa concerning gentile Tumah teaches 

us that if gentiles carried or were carried they convey Tumaas Masuh while AZ only conveys Tumaas Masuh if it was 

carried but not if the AZ does the carrying. The accoutrements of gentiles or AZ are Tahor whether they carried or 

were carried. The Gemara asks how does the case of AZ carrying something occur? The Gemara answers that if a Zav 

sits on a scale and raises an item on the other side of the scale the other item become Tamei through Tumaas 

Masuh. This would also apply if AZ was placed on a scale and a person was on the other side of scale. The Gemara 

asks that a Beraisa says that only a Zav can convey Tumah through carrying (on a scale), not AZ? The Gemara 

answers that the Beraisa includes a Zav and anything like it (i.e. AZ) can convey Tumah through carrying.  

 Does AZ convey Tumaas Eivarim? If it can easily be re-installed then it does still convey Tumah (the detached item is 

considered connected to the AZ). If it can’t easily be re-installed does it convey Tumah? The Gemara leaves as Teiku.  

 Does a complete AZ but less than the size of K’zayis convey Tumah? If this is concerning Issur Hanah (deriving 

benefit) than it’s no different than the AZ fly (Baal Ikron) which is Assur B’hanah so the question must be concerning 

Issur Tumah. Is AZ like Sheretz which conveys Tumah with the size of a lentil or is it like a corpse which conveys 

Tumah with the size of a K’zayis? Gemara answers with a Beraisa that says AZ only conveys Tumah with a size of a 

K’zayis.  

 Mishnah – a ship cannot contract Tumah since a boat is compared to the sea which is not Mekabel Tumah. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Halachah 

 Rambam says Tumaas AZ is rabbinic, M’Tamei B’Maagah but not B’Masuh like a Sheretz. AZ is not M’Tamei 

B’Eivarim; only conveys Tumah when it is fully intact.  

 

Hashkafa 

 The fly AZ which the worshippers kept with them constantly can teach us “K’visi Ha’Shem L’negdi Tamid” 


